Bohr

Bohr '
' s interpretation of the wave s interpretation of the wave --particle duality particle duality (complementary, indeterminacy and Fourier analysis) (complementary, indeterminacy and Fourier analysis)   To a free particle with sharp momentum (p) is associated an harm To a free particle with sharp momentum (p) is associated an harmonic onic monochromatic wave ( monochromatic wave (λ λ), extending in all space and time, p=h/ ), extending in all space and time, p=h/λ λ. .
 
Wave and particle concepts are mutually exclusive, though Wave and particle concepts are mutually exclusive, though complementary complementary to rationalize experimental observations. to rationalize experimental observations.
The state of a free particle with well The state of a free particle with well--defined position (a): defined position (a):
(exp(ix (exp(ix p p x x / / ћ ћ) are the eigenfunctions of the momentum operator) ) are the eigenfunctions of the momentum operator) By means of very many measurements of the momentum, providing th By means of very many measurements of the momentum, providing that before at before each one the particle is in the same state each one the particle is in the same state δ δ(x (x--a), a distribution of results is a), a distribution of results is obtained: obtained: Δ Δp p x x is is proportional to its width proportional to its width. As the position function encodes all . As the position function encodes all possible momentum values (in this case a continuous spectrum) wi possible momentum values (in this case a continuous spectrum) with equal th equal weights (probabilities)
the position is totally undefined. , the position is totally undefined.
In general: Position and momentum, for example, can not be known simultaneously with arbi momentum, for example, can not be known simultaneously with arbitrary trary certainty. Before a measurement on a single particle, the positi certainty. Before a measurement on a single particle, the position or the on or the momentum, or both, are unknown. momentum, or both, are unknown.
Bohr Bohr '
' s interpretation of wave s interpretation of wave --particle duality particle duality (complementary, indeterminacy and Fourier analysis) (complementary, indeterminacy and Fourier analysis)   Although Although Δ Δx and/or x and/or Δ Δp p x x can only be estimated from very many can only be estimated from very many repeated repeated measurements, the indeterminacy principle must not be interprete measurements, the indeterminacy principle must not be interpreted (as d (as Heisenberg initially did and Einstein believed) supposing that p Heisenberg initially did and Einstein believed) supposing that position and osition and momentum of a single particle exist simultaneously before a meas momentum of a single particle exist simultaneously before a measurement, and urement, and that the principle expresses nothing more than unpredictable and that the principle expresses nothing more than unpredictable and uncontrollable uncontrollable statistical errors of the observations. statistical errors of the observations.
 
Such errors are generally present, but one can, at least concept Such errors are generally present, but one can, at least conceptually, eliminate ually, eliminate them. Even so, an errorless measurement of the position on a sin them. Even so, an errorless measurement of the position on a single particle in gle particle in the state the state | |Ψ Ψ> > generates, non generates, non--deterministically, an eigenstate deterministically, an eigenstate δ δ(x (x--a) which is a) which is Fourier composed by an infinite number of momentum eigenstates. Fourier composed by an infinite number of momentum eigenstates. If this is If this is followed by an errorless measurement of the momentum it generate followed by an errorless measurement of the momentum it generates, non s, non--deterministically, an eigenstate deterministically, an eigenstate δ δ(p (p x x --b) which is Fourier composed by an infinite b) which is Fourier composed by an infinite number of position eigenstates, and so forth. For other properti number of position eigenstates, and so forth. For other properties, the same es, the same scenario results. scenario results.
In the context of non In the context of non--local Fourier analysis, the indeterminacy is intrinsic, not at local Fourier analysis, the indeterminacy is intrinsic, not at all, a matter of statistical errors in the measurements.The real all, a matter of statistical errors in the measurements.The reality ity of physical of physical properties properties generally generally depends depends on the measurement. on the measurement.
There is, however, an There is, however, an empirical reality empirical reality which not being independent of the which not being independent of the measurement it is the measurement it is the same for all observers same for all observers. .
Wave Packets Wave Packets
• Bohr rederived Heisenberg's relations from gaussian wavepackets.
• Wave packets recover the image of "localized" classical particles moving in space-time.
• Material wave packets disperse rapidly.
• Trajectories in space-time are nonsense.
• Trajectories apparently observed in cloud chambers.
• Contraditions? Against common sense?
Phase velocity of a pure harmonic material wave: 
Harald
Harald H Hø øffding ffding: : " "in our in our endeavour endeavour to get knowledge there exists an to get knowledge there exists an irreducible irrational residue impossible to overpass whichever irreducible irrational residue impossible to overpass whichever our our efforts are efforts are" "   Niels Niels Bohr:
Bohr: " "such a residue, in quantum mechanics, is mathematically such a residue, in quantum mechanics, is mathematically expressed in a lucid form expressed in a lucid form" "   Ultimately, the underlying mathematics is non Ultimately, the underlying mathematics is non--local Fourier analysis local Fourier analysis (just one of the possible mathematical techniques to represent f (just one of the possible mathematical techniques to represent functions) unctions) which is endowed with full physical meaning, that is, as the ont which is endowed with full physical meaning, that is, as the ontology of ology of the the axiomatics axiomatics. .
 
In the orthodox Copenhagen In the orthodox Copenhagen' 's view quantum mechanics is a complete s view quantum mechanics is a complete theory, the end theory, the end--road of our possible knowledge. road of our possible knowledge. • Established from the concept of wave packets for free-particles.
• Duality wave-particle interpreted in pure undulatory terms (contrasting with Heisenberg´s view of particles and discontinuities).
• Wave functions exist in reality as amplitudes of a "material field scalar".
• The equation gives a deterministic time evolution of the wave function for unperturbed systems.
• Problems: disperson of the wave packet and implicit non-locality, multidimensional and complex functions, |Ψ> exp(iø) also a valid solution, experimental detection of wave functions... • Max Born: the wave function is an abstract non-local entity, just giving the probability density: |Ψ| 2 . Incidentally, how can abstract entities interfere? The theorem The theorem does not assert does not assert the the impossibility impossibility of two non of two non--commuting operators commuting operators having having some some eigenvectors in common, but eigenvectors in common, but just the impossibility of just the impossibility of all all the the eigenvectors of a basis being common. For example, the x and z o eigenvectors of a basis being common. For example, the x and z operators of the perators of the angular momentum. angular momentum.
Bohr and Einstein discussed this matter. Bohr and Einstein discussed this matter. "… "…quantum mechanics, properly quantum mechanics, properly understood, does not prohibit or restrict simultaneous measureme understood, does not prohibit or restrict simultaneous measurement of non nt of non--commuting observables, but rather it does not deal with such mea commuting observables, but rather it does not deal with such measurements at surements at all all" " (L.E. 
Two interacting particles Two interacting particles
Orthodox interpretation:
-The wave functions are non-local, that is, two global instances of the same entity.
The particles behave as they were just one, at all distances. Entangled for ever! -Both are Fourier composed by the same basic elements: monochromatic harmonic waves extending through all space and time.
-Position and momentum of each can not be known simultaneously.
-Yet, x A -x B and p A + p B can be known simultaneously since the respective operators commute.
Einstein, Einstein, Podolsky Podolsky and Rosen (EPR) thought experiment and Rosen (EPR) thought experiment  
Suppose the particles A and B have moved years Suppose the particles A and B have moved years--light apart. Once the position light apart. Once the position of A has been measured it is known exactly and (from of A has been measured it is known exactly and (fromA A --B B ) so is the position ) so is the position of B without any perturbation on it. The position of B is an of B without any perturbation on it. The position of B is an element of physical element of physical reality reality. .
 
Next, measure the momentum of A. From Next, measure the momentum of A. From p p A A + + p p B B , the momentum of B is known , the momentum of B is known exactly without perturbing it. The momentum of B is also an elem exactly without perturbing it. The momentum of B is also an element of ent of physical reality. physical reality.
The position and momentum of B must be, simultaneously, elements The position and momentum of B must be, simultaneously, elements of physical of physical reality. They exist independently of the observer. Otherwise, al reality. They exist independently of the observer. Otherwise, all would depend l would depend upon the measurement choice on A and upon the measurement choice on A and locality locality would be violated. would be violated. " "No No reasonable definition of reality could be expected to permit thi reasonable definition of reality could be expected to permit this s" ". . f whether or not such a description exists. We believe, however, that such a theo such a description exists. We believe, however, that such a theory is possible. ry is possible." " [Phys. Rev. 47 (1935) : " "lawlessness of individual behaviour in the context of a given lawlessness of individual behaviour in the context of a given statistical law is, in general, consistent with the notion of mo statistical law is, in general, consistent with the notion of more detailed re detailed individual laws applying in a broader context individual laws applying in a broader context" ". .
Existence of a deeper quantum Existence of a deeper quantum--mechanical level expressed by mechanical level expressed by " "hidden hidden variables variables" " describing individual laws which explain the statistical realm describing individual laws which explain the statistical realm of the of the orthodox theory (analogies with the Brownian motion theory and s orthodox theory (analogies with the Brownian motion theory and statistical tatistical mechanics). mechanics). -The wave function guides the motion of the particles (de Broglie's "pilot" wave).
-The system is defined by the wave function, and positions and velocities of all particles.
-From the wave function a "quantum force" is derived, and added to the "classical" forces.
-The particles paths are calculated by Newton's law. Main conclusions: (i) overall agreement with the orthodox theory, but no new unexpected results; (ii) exact paths ; (iii) the "quantum force" operates over arbitrarily large distances to guaranty "interference"; and (iv) locality is violated.
2003
The 
 
A basic natural chaotic sub A basic natural chaotic sub--quantum medium where all physical quantum medium where all physical processes occur. processes occur.
Particles are complex entities, stable organizations of the sub Particles are complex entities, stable organizations of the sub--quantum quantum medium, composed by a guiding wave ( medium, composed by a guiding wave (θ θ) enclosing ) enclosing a very narrow a very narrow localized structure ( localized structure (acron acron, , ξ ξ). The acron carries most of the energy. ). The acron carries most of the energy. -When the width aproaches ∞ ∞, , the wavelet approaches the wavelet approaches a monochromatic a monochromatic harmonic wave. harmonic wave.
Two
Two --slit experiment slit experiment
Orthodox (dependent of the observer; collapse):
-the particle passes through one slit or the other -the "particle" passes through one slit and the other Causal (independent of the observer; no collapse):
-the indivisible "acron" passes through one slit or the other -the "pilot wave" passes through one slit and the other 
